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About This Software

SMILE GAME BUILDER is a game making software. Programming is NOT a required skill! All necessary materials are
included such as 3D models, graphics, music and more. NOW, all you need is your creativity!

You have a long time dream to create your own RPG?
But, you don’t know how to program?

Well…. you don’t need to!!

SMILE GAME BUILDER can make your imagination into gaming world without ANY PROGRAMMING!!!
Now it’s even better! It’s in 3D world!

These below images are other sample maps in the Editor.
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SMILE GAME BUILDER contains more than 1,000 materials to choose from,
such as 3D characters, monster images, music, sound effects,

houses, fountains, animals, magic… and much more!

3D Charaters / 2D Characters
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One of Terrain Blocks / One of Stairs Blocks

2D Monster Images / Character Portraits

Even more great news for 3D designers and illustrators!
SMILE GAME BUILDER allows you to import your original characters and objects into the engine!

Furthermore, there will be downloadable contents available at the same time!

In RPG games, the main character has to talk to people in order to play the story to the next step, right?
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Once you place a character on the Editor, these kinds of window will appear.

Then, you just need to set their dialogues and actions!

YES, that's it!
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Of course, the player has to have wonderful items to go through the journey.

However, life is NOT that easy.
You can also set some traps with these items and or other things!! hehehe
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These are some particle effects that you can add to the map!

The great thing is they MOVE even in the Editor!

No worries! For the experts, you can convert these simple templates to advanced events!!
So then, more dramatic conversations or events can be everywhere!
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See? We promised we did all the coding for you!

So, you just need to place objects or people on the map!

Set their dialogues and actions.... voilà!

Just like that! Simple steps!

After you placed and organized your story, here is the best part!

Test Play!!

You might want to have Test Plays time to time.
To see how the events turn out or how well the balance of the game is.

Maybe it's a good idea to ask your friends for testing!
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You can distribute your game to the world and even you can sell your game!

But!
Most importantly, you will need your imagination and

creativeness to expand your ideas
and show the world what you have in mind!

RELEASE YOUR CREATIVITY!

SMILE GAME BUILDER – The Specification of the Trial Version
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Title: SMILE GAME BUILDER
Genre: Design & Illustration, Web Publishing
Developer:
SmileBoom Co.Ltd.
Publisher:
SmileBoom Co.Ltd.
Release Date: 7 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows7/8/10 (32/64bit)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo processor or AMD Athlon™ 64

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD graphics 4400 or more, Radeon HD graphics 5430 or more, OpenGL 3.0 or more

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 800 MB available space

Additional Notes: Performance is not guaranteed under a virtual or emulated environment.

English,Japanese
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I got an interest in this kind of genre only recently, so I don't have anything to compare it to. But as a new player I enjoyed it.
The story felt too short, but nevertheless it was interesting. There's also a nice amount of replayability. I would really
recommend this game to newcomers, but it's best to buy the whole trilogy straight away.. Best fighting "Super Smash Bros" like
you could find.

The skill cap is insane, it feels incredible, and a small but active community !

A must have even if you'll need a LOT of practice before reaching a very good level, but ressources like Discord channels
exists... HAVE FUN !. Works great on Windows, does exactly what it says. I do wish it had linux support though, as no matter
what I try, it wont launch.. To many bugs I keep creating stores and then having to crash out game for different reasons.
Although after getting the route, I ran into a lot of problems with the Class 378, but thanks to the community, I have managed to
sort this out easily.
With that fixed, the route is amazing, highly detailed in scenery and lots of speed changes to keep you going (there is even a
power change!). The route may seem expensive, yes it's 17 miles and yes you only get 1 train. However, I feel a lot has gone into
this route and therefore it is worth the money if this is your kind of route,

The scenarios included aren't really exciting, very few AI trains and the usual stopping passenger services. Fortunately, this
should be replaced by workshop scenarios, where I have already seen some great ones.

Overall, I would highly recommend this route to those interested. There are lots of stations to call at and the route is going right
into the heart of London, so for those who like to go fast, don't be surprised if you can't!. I like it. My only complaint so far is
that the enemies can still shoot a projectile right after they die.. The lore of the Zoombinis universe is surprisingly deep.
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This is a slog of a horror game.
You need to go into protals and it is dark maze game.
The sounds are too loud, the game is too dark, the enemys are lame and the maze is a slog to go through.
If you like a cheap game with no map stuckture, that is too dark, too long for such a hollow game, but if you can forgive this
then this might be a game for you.
Have fun, enjoy and download something ells, you will thank me for this advice :). this game, i want to refund if possible, sorry
to the creator :/ i just lag too much on it,its not the pc, it runs fine on games like skyrim, and big games etc...,. I haven't had this
program very long but I find it very helpful. It has voice input to test your own pronunciation. NOTE; You will need a very good
mic, a headset mic won't cut it. It works fairly well with the USB CVL-2008 mic, similar to the blue yeti mic. XLR mics would
probably work well too. It may not be complete but it is very thourough with both; 1. clicking choice (no mic needed) and 2.
verbal test (mic needed).

I really like this program, however I'm not sure if the French I'm learning with this program is Canadian or France. I think
anyone first starting to learn french would like the layout, picture test. Oh, did I mention this has learning games too? There's
more to this program than I listed, as I'm currently learning about the options. This program doesn't show up under steam games,
you'll need to launch it from desktop.. You spend all your time gathering just to log off and die. Even if you log off in an area
that npc's cant access somehow you still die. This game is a buggy waste of time.. It's a mobile game, heavily luck based. There
is also skill involved, where you have to decide how to best utilize your resources. It's turn based, so no rush. The ending is "to
be continued", but you don't really play for the story... Not that much entertaining by itself, but it's good if you are listening to a
stream or podcast. Get it only if on sale, though.. Amazing app and well worth the $14 so far but please introduce
stencils/custom stencils. Even if it is just uploading transparent .pngs to create a masking layer.

Update to come tomorrow to fix settings issues on Windows with UAC enabled.:
We will update tomorrow with a fix for the issue of settings not saving when on a Windows machine that has UAC enabled, plus
a few other little goodies added in.. Alien Arena to have a presence at Winter Dreamhack 2017!:

We will be there, stop by our booth, sign up for prize tounaments, and say hello to the COR Entertainment staff!

https://winter.dreamhack.com/2017/11/06/arena-warriors-of-mars/. Dreamhack, updates, and more!:
https://irritant.wordpress.com/2017/11/27/first-major-update-dreamhack-ctf-and-more/

. Map Pack 1 released!:
The first of many community map packs has been released as DLC on Steam! Next time you run the game it will install the new
maps, so check them out, and blow some stuff up...

Have a look here https://store.steampowered.com/app/917170/Alien_Arena__Map_Pack_1/. Windows bugs fixed, and
uploaded to build.:
The issues with settings not saving has been resolved, and the build has been updated. Also, not unrelated, there were a few
other issues with where things were stored, and those have all been fixed as well. Stats and achievements should now work in
Windows(they were fine in Linux).. Steam Winter Sale - 2 weeks only! Get Alien Arena 51% off!:
What are you waiting for? For two weeks, get yourself or a friend a copy of Alien Arena for the holiday season!

No lag. No Reloads. No Bull. For years Arena FPS fans have been clamoring for a game like this, and while others are missing
the mark, Alien Arena hits the nail squarely on the head. Tailored to eSports, Alien Arena offers enhanced visibility, speed, and
precision without any of the trendy garbage that some of the AAA offerings continue to force upon their players.

Get up, get out, and get in the arena...Victory Awaits!. Prize tournaments every Saturday beginning November 11th:
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Every Saturday at 9pm GMT, COR Entertainment will be hosting prize tournaments.

Winners get a free Steam key and an Alien Arena keychain. Second place finishers get an Alien Arena keychain.

Anyone can join, and there is more info at http://red.planetarena.org/forum/showthread.php?tid=2310

. New updates...keep on coming!:
There will be another new update soon. It is a bit more extensive than the previous, and includes multiple map updates as well as
weapon and player skin updates and additions.

There is another development that will excite longtime fans of the game, and that is a remake of the classic map "The Saucer".
This map has been remade twice before, and will combine some elements of all three versions, as well as extend itself in new
ways. This map is using some different methods, that point to the future of Alien Arena and will also feature some modular
pieces for map makers to use for their own creations.

Speaking of maps, another map pack will be coming shortly as well!. Release date pushed back slightly.:
Our October 6th release date has passed, due to our committment to providing the most polished, bug-free product possible. We
are currently in the final phase of beta testing, and anticipate a full release in late October/Early November.

We are sorry for the delay, but it will most definitely be worth the extra wait.. New updates coming soon!:
There will be a new update coming shortly, with some new features, new skins, and some graphic updates. We are beginning a
new, renewed development phase that will keep the game moving forward.

In the near future there will be a new, FREE, map pack that you can download with a number of 3rd party and older official fan
favorites that have been updated for the new version of the game.

Also keep your eye out for some new official maps, all brand-new, with some pretty wild themes later in the Summer!
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